This Memoir is a continuation of one on the Calculus of Symbols which I had the honour to lay before the Society in December 1860, and which has since been published in the Philosophical Transactions. I commence this paper with some extensions of the method given in the former memoir for resolving functions of non-commutative symbols into binomial factors. I then explain a method, analogous to the process for extracting the square root in ordinary algebra, for resolving such functions into equal factors. I next investigate a process for finding the highest common internal divisor o f two functions of non-commutative symbols, or, in other words, of finding if two linear differential equations admit of a common solution. After this, I give a rule for multiplying linear factors of non-commutative symbols, analogous to the ordinary algebraical rule for linear algebraical factors. I then resume the consideration of the binomial theorem explained in the former memoir. Two new forms of this binomial theorem are here given; and the method by which these forms are proved identical will, I hope, be considered an interesting portion of symbolical algebra, and as exhibit ing in a remarkable manner its peculiar nature.
the given symbolical function,
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Again, the conditions that may be an external factor of the same symbolical function will be given by the equations W e may also find in like manner the conditions that ftysM+'f'oM* may be internal or external factors of the given symbolical function: in every case the number of equations of condition will be equal to the degree of (g>) in the given factor.
By applying the method of divisors, as explained in the former paper, we may ascer tain the forms of .^(ar), 'I'oM ki order that g2\|/2(7r)-f4'0(V) may be an internal factor of the given symbolical function. In the present case, however, \|/2(7r) must be a divisor both of <P"(tt) and \J/0(7r) a divisor both of 7r) and <p0(7r)?-a consideration which will greatly simplify the process. W e proceed, in like manner, should there be no internal factors of the form §2\|/27r+4/o7r> §2'!/2(7r) 
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or < p(™ +^(sr)-s2^ £>( 1"V = .
Wherefore, solving this equation in finite differences, we have where, however, a proper correction must be added after each performance of the symbol 2.
As there are some peculiarities connected with , this form, I shall calculate its value at length for the values r = l and r = 2. " /315 y" . . . a2, /32, y2, . . . y2, &c. are all the whole numbers which satisfy and in like manner we find the values of the succeeding symbolical coefficients. I now come to the form of the binomial theorem which is reciprocal to that pre viously investigated.
To expand (<r2+$(£>). sr)M in powers of (t). 
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